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Charlie being environmentally con-
cerned, fills his shells with  ground 
up corn cobs, which is actually 
GOOD for the environment. For 
Pheasants Forever he even filled 
some with prairie grass seed. 

Charlie is in continual develop-
ment mode. It is not unusual for him 
to put two or three size and types 
of shot in a shot shell. So the same 
shell can be used to shoot waterfowl 
AND pheasant. Cause we all have 
been hunting for one bird only to be 
surprised by the other. He doesn’t 
always know why what he creates 
works, but his testing proves that it 
does. He believes in a multi-size shot 
load the large shot perhaps paves the 
way through the air for the smaller 
shot to draft and extend its range.

Unlike some of the great ammo 
testing labs, Charlie uses simpler 
methods of testing. He uses a piece 
of 1/8”plywood to simulate a bird 
and it’s feathers to determine accu-
rate kill range of a load. He recom-
mends we should be shooting our 
birds at about 45 yards and designs 
for that. Not to say that some do 
not shoot twice or three times that 
distance.

One of the stranger things Char-
lie does is his “Final Hunt” loads. 
What do you do with your best 
dog after it has gone to the here 
after? Many bury their dogs, some 
have them cremated and spread, as 
they desire. But Charlie offers the 
option to have your dog’s ashes 
loaded into shot shells along with 
the shot of your choice and used for 
the dogs “final hunt.” Perhaps not 
more fitting end is there for a great 
dogs life.

Charlie also does research on 
wad construction. Most wads look 
pretty much the same. Charlie does 
nothing pretty much he same as 
everyone else. One of the factors 
affecting the muzzle speed of shot is 
the speed of the wad. Or how much 
does the wad “slow” the shot. Well 

to reduce that slowing Charlie uses a 
wad with a serrated edge so there is 
less then 50% the surface area slow-
ing the round. It generates a faster 
load, when that is desired.

So what are these high quality 
shot shells going to cost you? Well 
the way gas is going, less then the gas 
you use to run dogs or go on a hunt. 
You’ll pay $17.50 a 25 round box for 
his game shells and $7.50 a 25 round 
box, 20 boxes to a case for his eco-
friendly dog training poppers.

If you want to order a box or 
want more information or just BS 
with a great guy give Charlie a call 
at 800-696-5468 or visit his web-
site at www.uniqueshotshells.com 
you’ll be glad you did.

Dennis Guldan the publisher 
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Have an article or an adv 
for the Dec/Jan issue? 

The deadline is Nov 1st.


